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Abstract 

A cross-linguistically very rare type of clitic, 
the endoclitic, occurs in Pashto. Like infixes, 
endoclitics can be inserted inside of a word, 
but by splitting words apart into separate non-
adjacent pieces which themselves might not 
have any meaning. Unlike infixes, however, 
endoclitics are not inflections; their meaning 
is unrelated to that of their host word. This 
paper discusses some of the problems endocli-
tics cause for processing Pashto, both written 
and spoken. 

1 Introduction: What are Endoclitics?1 

Clitics have been defined in many ways, both pho-
nologically and syntactically, often as semi-
independent forms which attach to phrases rather 
than words. The technical details of different defi-
nitions are not relevant for this paper; here clitics 
can be described simply as a part of speech some-
where between affixes and particles, attached to 
hosts like affixes, yet at the same time independent 
words, like particles. An English example would 
be the possessive 's. Instead of attaching to a noun 
referring to the possessor, it actually attaches at the 
end of the whole possessor noun phrase. For ex-
ample, the Queen of England's hat places 's at the 
end of England, not at the end of the possessor 
noun Queen. 

The two most common types of clitic across 
languages are enclitics, which attach at the end of 
their host (parallel to suffixes or postpositions), 

                                                      
1 Abbreviations: 1 first person, 2 second person, 3 third per-
son, sg singular, pl plural, FUT future, NEG negative, PERF 
perfective, - morpheme boundary, = clitic boundary 

and proclitics, which attach at the beginning (paral-
lel to prefixes or prepositions). Pashto has several 
proclitics, including ! (PERF), "# (NEG), $% (1), %& 
(2), and %! (3), but it is the next type that is of in-
terest here. 

The third type is the endoclitic, which attaches 
inside a word (similar to infixes). These do not 
simply get inserted within a word at a grammatical 
boundary, in which case they would simply be af-
fixes, but rather they can split morphemes into 
separate chunks (called partials here). Part of a 
morpheme may end up in one partial while the rest 
of the morpheme may end up in another, poten-
tially separated by multiple other words. In linguis-
tic theory they are generally considered to be an 
impossibility, violating lexical integrity (Kopris 
and Davis, 2005). This theoretical impossibility 
may explain why the only languages claimed to 
have endoclitics are Pashto, Udi (Harris, 2002) and 
Degema (Kari, 2003). Instead of a theoretical dis-
cussion of how endoclitics can exist at all, the fo-
cus here will be on practical problems of 
encountering them in Pashto, especially in the writ-
ten language. 

2 Data Sources 

Data sources include online Pashto news from 
sources such as the BBC (www.bbc.co.uk/pashto), 
the VOA (www.voanews.com/Pashto), Deutsche 
Welle (www.dw-world.de/dw/), and Pashtun sites 
such as Benawa (www.benawa.com/) and Tolaf-
ghan (www.tolafghan.com/), various publications, 
and materials produced in-house for corpus build-
ing and linguistic analysis, totaling around 1.8 mil-
lion words. Online sources are from a mixture of 
dialects, while in-house materials are predomi-
nantly from the Western (Kandahari, Southern) 



dialect, with substantial amounts of Eastern (Jala-
labad, Northern) and to a lesser extent Southern 
(Khost, Central) dialects as well. Dialect differ-
ences can affect the membership and behavior of 
endoclitics in ways beyond the scope of this paper. 
For instance, for some Kandahari speakers at least 
the negative proclitic has some endoclitic proper-
ties. 

3 Pashto Endoclitics 

Pashto endoclitics are of three types: pronominal, 
modal and adverbial (the latter are not fully endo-
clitic for some Kandahari speakers). 

 
type Pashto meaning 

!" 1sg 
#$ 2sg 
!% 3 pronominal 

&" 1pl, 2pl 
'( future, 'will' modal #$ 'must, should, let'
&) 'indeed, but' adverbial &* 'then, so' 

Table 1. Pashto endoclitics 
 
When multiple endoclitics occur, they follow a 

strict internal ordering (Tegey, 1977): 
 

 '( &)&* !% #$ !" &"  
 
Although there are two different endoclitics 

with the shape #$, only one may appear at a time. 
The type of the endoclitic has no bearing on its 
ordering. The two adverbials are at opposite ends 
of the list, and the two modals are interspersed 
among the pronominals. 

4 Second Position 

Pashto endoclitics prefer to be in second position 
in a sentence, with the caveat that "second posi-
tion" may be defined in various ways. There are 
four different classes of verb that behave differ-
ently in the presence of endoclitics, especially in 
distinguishing imperfective and perfective forms: 
simple, derivative, A-initial, and doubly irregular. 

Simple verbs such as +,- 'beat' distinguish per-
fective from imperfective forms by the addition of 
the perfective proclitic, -. 

If a non-endoclitic pronoun like '., '3sg' comes 
first, the endoclitic (here !") will follow immedi-
ately: 

 
',/-- !" '., 

0 -0/- =- !" '., 
3sg -beat =PERF 1sg 3sg

Table 2. I beat him 
 
Note that the verb ',/-- is contiguous, and 

parsing is straightforward. If the simple pronoun 
'., is removed, the endoclitic must still be in 
second position. To accomplish this, it is inserted 
between the (stress-bearing) perfective proclitic - 
and the rest of the verb. 

 
',/- !" - 

0 -0/- !" - 
3sg -beat 1sg PERF 

Table 3. I beat him 
 
Note that now the perfective marker - is no 

longer attached to the verb, although the rest of the 
verb is still contiguous, and easily parsable. If even 
the perfective marker - is removed, resulting in 
imperfective aspect, the endoclitic will still be in 
second position. This time, the basic syntax rule 
that verbs are final will be violated, and the endo-
clitic will be last. 

 
!" ',/- 

!" 0 -0/- 
1sg 3sg -beat 

Table 4. I was beating him 
 
Although the unusual word order needs to be 

addressed, the verb is still contiguous and readily 
parsable. 

Derivative verbs (Tegey and Robson, 1996) in-
corporate a noun or adjective into an auxiliary in 
the imperfective, but split them apart in the perfec-
tive, creating a type of splitting verb. 

 
0-1*/2- 1" 

0 --/ -3/2- 1" 
3sg -do -worse 1sg 

Table 5. I was making it worse 
 
In table 5, the imperfective of 4&*/2- 'make 

worse' incorporates the adjective 3/2- 'worse' into a 



shortened form of the auxiliary !"# 'do', resulting in 
$%&'()%. 

 
*# +()% &, 

*# +()% &, 
do.PERF.3sg worse 1sg

Table 6. I made it worse 
 
In the perfective however, as in table 6, the ad-

jective +()% is separated and there is a full auxiliary 
#* . Unlike simple verbs, there is also no perfective 
%. 

If the 1sg endoclitic -, is used in place of the 
corresponding simple pronoun &,, the state of in-
corporation due to the aspect is preserved. 

 
-, $%&'()% 

-, $ -%( -+()% 
1sg 3sg -do -worse 
Table 7. I was making it worse, endoclitic 

 
*# -, +()% 

*# -, +()% 
do.PERF.3sg 1sg worse 

Table 8. I made it worse, endoclitic 
 
In the imperfective (table 7), the endoclitic 

takes second position after the verb (which incor-
porates the adjective), violating basic word order, 
while in the perfective (table 8) the endoclitic ap-
pears after the non-incorporated adjective. In terms 
of parsing, derivative verbs pose no particular 
problems, as long as incorporation in the imperfec-
tive can be handled. 

A-initial verbs (Tegey, 1977) are also a type of 
splitting verb, but not in a semantically or morpho-
logically natural manner. In the presence of an en-
doclitic, the initial ( of these verbs can split off 
from the rest of the root. As with simple verbs, A-
initial verbs also take % in the perfective. 

 
./012( &, 

./012( &, 
buy.3sg 1sg 

Table 9. I was buying them 
 

./012(% &, 
./012( =% &, 

buy.3sg PERF 1sg 
Table 10. I bought them 

 

Note in tables 9 and 10 that the imperfective 
and perfective forms are parallel to those of simple 
verbs. However, when an endoclitic is added, un-
expected changes occur. 

 
-, ./012( 

-, ./012( 
1sg buy.3sg 

Table 11. I was buying them, endoclitic final 
 

./012 -, ( 
./012 -, ( 

buy?.3sg 1sg ? 
Table 12. I was buying them, endoclitic medial 

 
./012 -, (% 

./012 -, ( =% 
buy?.3sg 1sg ? PERF 

Table 13. I bought them, endoclitic 
 
The underlining in tables 11 through 13 indi-

cates the stressed syllable. In the imperfective, if 
the final syllable of the verb is stressed, the endo-
clitic assumes second position after the verb (table 
11). However, if the first syllable is stressed, the 
endoclitic again appears after it, but by forcing that 
syllable to separate from the rest of the verb (table 
12). The initial (, which is not a meaningful prefix, 
stands on its own. This causes problems for pars-
ing, in that two meaningless strings from different 
positions in the sentence must be identified as parts 
of one whole. In the perfective (table 13), the 
marker % pulls the ( so that both form a new single 
initial string, (%. This pull even occurs when an 
endoclitic can appear second without causing a 
split.  

 
./012 3' (% -, 345 

./012 3' ( =% -, 345 
buy?.3sg NEG ? PERF 1sg 3sg

Table 14. Further A-initial split 
 
Although in table 14 there is a simple pronoun 

in first position, allowing the endoclitic -, to be 
second without affecting the verb, the ( of the verb 
is still pulled away from the rest of the verb to at-
tach to the perfective proclitic, leaving the negative 
proclitic to intervene. There is an additional change 
in pronunciation, in that the vowel of the perfective 
[6] and the vowel of the verb [a] merge into a new 
vowel [7]. Parsing written text is not affected by 



the pronunciation change, but speech recognition 
is. 

Doubly irregular verbs, as called by Tegey and 
Robson (1996), are like derivative verbs in that 
they do not take ! in the perfective, and like A-
initial verbs in that the first part of a root can be 
split off (even though not "). Unlike the other 
categories, these verbs use a stress shift to indicate 
perfective aspect. 

Compare the verb #$%& 'you take' in table 15 
(infinitive '%(&) with the sentence #$ )* +, )& %& 'you 
won't take me' in table 16. 

 
#$%& 
# -$%& 

2sg -take 
Table 15. you take 

 
#$ )* +, )& %& 

# -$ )* +, )& %& 
2sg -take? NEG 1sg FUT take? 

Table 16. you won't take me 
 
Note that the root -$%& 'take' is split into two 

separate partials, not at a morpheme boundary but 
at a syllable boundary. Not only are they split 
apart, but three other words occur between them, 
the endoclitics )& and +,, and the negative proclitic 
)*. It is especially important to indicate that the %& 
partial has no meaning of its own, nor does the re-
maining $ of the root. This makes Pashto endocli-
tics distinct from potentially similar phenomena 
from better known languages, such as English verb 
particles (look at) or German separable prefixes 
(anschauen). Of course, it also renders parsing of 
the verb difficult. 

Although often the tokens intervening between 
the partials are only a small set of particles, in ex-
treme cases an entire clause can be wrapped be-
tween two partials, as in  -./ +0 )& )1!"#$2%3, )* 45  
'even your father won't pin him', where more than 
an entire noun phrase intervenes. 

 
 -./ +0 )& )1!"#$2%3, )* 45  

2 %3,  -./ +0 )&!"#$)* 45  )1 
3sg -pin?  pin? 
Table 17. Even your father won't pin him 

 
Between the two partials of the verb, )1 and 

2%3,, come a pair of endoclitics, future )& and 3rd 

person +0 (which cause the split into partials), the 
noun phrase  -./"#$6  'your father', emphatic 45, and 
the negative proclitic )*. 

5 Tokenization and Segmentation 

From one perspective, tokenization (finding sen-
tence and word boundaries) is not affected by the 
presence of endoclitics. They normally are set off 
by white space in writing, and so are easily identi-
fied as individual strings, with the caveat that due 
to the nature of Pashto script in using both con-
necting and non-connecting letters, endoclitics 
ending in a non-connecting ! may be written 
without a space character, relying on the reader to 
see the non-connection as space. From another per-
spective, however, they are more difficult in that 
they create problems for segmentation (morphol-
ogy, finding roots) by the creation of non-word 
strings (partials). Using lexical look-up to deter-
mine if a string is a word will fail because the word 
partials created by endoclitic insertion will not nor-
mally be in the lexicon, and those found in the 
lexicon will be homographs. The %& of table 16 is a 
homograph of a female name, and the )1 of table 
17 is a homograph of a word meaning 'some'. 

Simply applying morphology is not effective 
because a word is split into separate words, rather 
than affixes being added. Segmenting #$ from ta-
ble 16 might find a substring corresponding to the 
second person singular suffix, #, but the remaining 
$ cannot be used for finding the verb '%7& in the 
lexicon (despite the morphology operations already 
required to recognize irregular -$%& as '%7&). 

Treating the partials as a simple compound, like 
English blackbird, is also not effective, since the 
partials have no meaning to be compounded, in 
addition to the same morphology problems as be-
fore. 

Another problem sometimes appears due to the 
nature of the Pashto writing system. Since it is a 
variant of Arabic script, many vowels are unwrit-
ten, especially word internally. At the ends of 
words, where suffixes for person, number, gender, 
case, tense and aspect are found, attempts are made 
to indicate otherwise unwritten vowels. When an 
endoclitic splits a word, it is possible that a vowel 
which is unwritten in the whole word becomes 
written at the end of the first partial. Compare 
these two variants of the doubly irregular (stress-



shifting) verb !"#$% 'knock down', one with an en-
doclitic and one without: 

 
without endoclitic !"#$% &' 

with endoclitic !"#' (' )%
Table 18. I knocked them down 

 
Note that in the first example there is no vowel 

indicated between the consonants * and +. How-
ever, in the second, where the endoclitic '(  has 
split the verb into two partials (after the stressed 
syllable), the first partial now ends in the vowel 
letter ,. Whether treated as simple morphology or 
as compounding, the extra letter in the partial must 
be taken into account. Fortunately, that letter is 
usually (perhaps always) ,. Of course, since this 
change only applies to writing, speech recognition 
would not need to address the "new" vowel. 

Segmenting partials as unfound strings can be 
successful, as long as there are methods in the fol-
lowing parsing stage to recover the words that have 
been split. 

6 How to Parse Them? 

Assuming a satisfactory stage of tokenization and 
segmentation, one possible approach to parsing the 
verb partials resulting from Pashto endoclitics is to 
treat them as discontinuous strings. Reuniting the 
partials while undoing potential spelling changes is 
straightforward, as long as the partials can be iden-
tified as such. Section 5 suggested that morphology 
alone will fail, and that is because it cannot deal 
with multiple word tokens at one time. However, if 
partials can be identified as such, rather than say as 
unknown proper names, then there is the opportu-
nity to put them back together. 

The problem then is how to identify what to put 
together? How to know that unfound strings are 
partials rather than other unknowns? The key is the 
occurrence of one or more endoclitics. If no endo-
clitics are found, than unfound strings cannot be 
partials, and must be treated in the normal manner 
(e.g. as proper names). If endoclitics are found, 
then unfound strings have the potential to be par-
tials, especially if one of the unfounds is at the end 
of the sentence and the other unfound is before the 
endoclitics. The likelihood is increased if the un-
found preceding the endoclitic(s) is short, particu-
larly only a single syllable. Short recognized 
strings preceding the endoclitics might also be in 

fact partials, with only homographs recognized, if 
the string in the verb position is unfound. 

If unfounds fulfill these requirements, then they 
can be tested as partials. If there are two unfounds, 
they need to be merged in order and then tested 
with standard morphological processing, including 
testing both a string with all characters of the par-
tials and a string with the last , of the first partial 
dropped. If only the final word is unfound, then it 
needs to be tested the same way, but with an oth-
erwise recognized string positioned before the en-
doclitics as the potential first partial. 

Returning to table 16, the string -. will be un-
found, while the string "/ will be recognized as a 
proper name, 'Bow'. Between them, the parser will 
recognize two endoclitics, )/ and ('. The existence 
of the endoclitics and a final unfound string can 
then trigger the merging of that unfound -. with 
the short string "/ preceding the endoclitics (even 
though already recognized as a name). Applying 
morphology to the resulting -."/ allows the un-
found to be segmented as an inflected verb. If tran-
sitivity information is included in the lexical entry, 
the resulting sentence will be syntactically sound 
as the removal of the proper name will reduce the 
number of arguments to two, matching the transi-
tivity of the verb. 

Fortunately for text analysis, and unfortunately 
for speech recognition, creating partials through 
the use of endoclitics is more common in spoken 
than written Pashto. Formal written text has a low 
frequency of partials, while speech has a higher 
frequency. On the other hand, speech recognition 
does not need to address spelling changes of cer-
tain partials, except in so far as transcribing them 
directly. 

The fact that partials are less frequent in writing 
means that speakers can find ways around using 
them. This raises another possibility, that of con-
verting sentences with partials into equivalents 
without. One way is to avoid using endoclitics, and 
the other is rephrasing such that the verb is not 
split into partials. 

 
with endoclitic 012345 ('  
without endoclitic 123450 &' 

Table 19. I was buying them 
 
In table 19, the 1sg endoclitic (' is replaced by 

the simple 1sg pronoun &'. Because there is no 
endoclitic, there are no partials, and the verb be-
comes contiguous. Where the first example has 



contiguous. Where the first example has two par-
tials, ! and "#$%&, the second just has the complete 
verb "#$%&!. 

 
with partials "#$%& '( ! 
without partials "#$%&! '( )*+

Table 20. I was buying them 
 
Table 20 conversely shows a rearrangement due 

to the addition of another pronoun, )*+, initially. 
This allows the endoclitic to appear in second posi-
tion without needing to split the verb. 

Although these methods are the ones presuma-
bly used by speakers in avoiding generating par-
tials, attempting to use them in parsing existing 
sentences runs into the same basic problem as be-
fore: how to identify partials and merge them back 
together. Rearrangement or alternate choice of 
pronoun in an existing sentence does not touch the 
partials in written text, only the minds of the 
speakers. 

7 Conclusion 

Endoclitics are cross-linguistically an exceedingly 
rare phenomenon, but they exist in Pashto and 
when encountered must still be parsed. 

Although no single specific solution has been 
provided in this paper, various workable ap-
proaches have been presented involving recogniz-
ing unfound strings (especially single syllables) in 
the presence of endoclitics as potential partials, 
allowing them to be remerged for lexical lookup. 
As endoclitics exist on the boundary of morphol-
ogy and syntax, the parsing of endoclitics must 
also involve both morphology and syntax. 
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